In CRESST-III, 10 cryogenic detector modules optimized for low energy thresholds were operated for almost two years (May 2016 -February 2018 . Together with this document we are publishing data from the best performing detector module which has a nuclear recoil threshold of 30.1 eV. With this data-set we were able to set limits on the cross-section for spin-dependent and spin-independent elastic scattering of dark matter particles off nuclei at dark matter masses down to 160 MeV/c 2 . We publish the energies of all events after data selection as well as of all events within the acceptance region for dark-matter searches. In this document we describe how to use these data sets.
INTRODUCTION
CRESST-III detector modules consist of two cryogenic detectors: The phonon detector, based on a CaWO 4 crystal, measures the phonons generated by the energy deposition from an interaction of a particle in the CaWO 4 crystal. The light detector, based on a silicon-on-sapphire wafer matched in size to the target crystal, measures the simultaneously created scintillation light. Furthermore, the CaWO 4 sticks holding the phonon detector crystal are also operated as cryogenic detectors (CaWO 4 isticks), but serve only as a veto channel for energy depositions in the sticks, see [1] for further details. A schematic drawing of the detector module design is shown in figure 1 . Having two read out channels (phonon and light), the light-yield LY , i.e., the ratio of the measured light and phonon signals, can be used to distinguish electron from nuclear-recoil events. Dark matter scatters are expected on nuclei, while the dominating backgrounds appear as electron-recoils. The light yield vs energy distribution of events is described by a fitted band description as discussed in [2] and [3] and shown in figure 2. An acceptance region (yellow) is defined for the dark matter search based on this band description. For the CRESST-III analysis in [2] all events in the acceptance region are regarded as dark matter candidates. The published data described in this document were obtained from the best performing out of ten detector modules of identical design and were used to set limits on spin-independent as well as spin-dependent dark matter-nucleon interaction cross-sections.
The published set only contains events that survive all data selection criteria described in [2] . The total exposure before applying any data selection criteria is 5.689 kg d. The energy range is restricted to events below 16 keV.
COMPARISON OF DATA AND MODELS
For dark matter searches and other studies the energy distribution of measured events is compared to the predictions of different models p model (E) to obtain or constrain parameters of these models. However, a model p model (E) has to be corrected for finite energy resolution, energy threshold, and cut-survival probability to be comparable to the energy distribution measured by the detector in reconstructed energy p(E reco ):
is a normal distribution with width σ p being the resolution of the phonon detector for the convolution accounting for the finite energy resolution. ε is the cut-survival probability that accounts for the loss of signal events from applied data selection criteria. If an acceptance region is defined, the chance of a signal event being in the acceptance region, ε x,Acc (E reco ), has to be considered as well. The trigger condition imposes a sharp threshold in reconstructed energy, Θ(E reco − E thr,reco ). It is assumed, that the model spectrum p model (E) is already scaled to the exposure. The required parameters are summarized in table I.
Parameter
Detector A
Exposure before data selection (kgd) 5.594 E thr,reco [keV] 0.0301 ± 0.0001 In general, the energy resolution depends on the energy. The value for σ p given in table I is the baseline resolution, i.e., the resolution given by the noise for zero energy deposition. The assumption of constant energy resolution is valid for low energies of O(0.1keV). If required, the energy dependence of the resolution for larger energies can be estimated from lines within the electron-recoil band.
PUBLISHED DATA-FILES
The published data from CRESST-III Phase 1 are stored in ASCII files. The first lines starting with "#" contain a few comments about the contents of each file. The following lines contain the energy of one event per line.
For the events in the region of interest, files for the survival probabilities ε x,Acc (E reco ) for nuclear recoils on tungsten, calcium and oxygen are also made available. Similar to the event-data files, the first lines starting with "#" contain a few comments about the contents of each file. The following lines contain ε x,Acc (E reco )) arranged in two columns:
1. The energy E reco in keV.
2. ε x,Acc (E reco )
Data after event selection
The file C3P1_DetA_full.dat contains the energies of all events after data selection but without consideration of the acceptance region i.e. ε x,Acc (E reco ) = 1. Above 3 keV there are no nuclear recoils observed (compare figure 2). The energy spectrum is shown in gray in figure 3. 
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